PonyRide nurtures collaboration using shared resources, knowledge, and ideas to cultivate opportunities created by the strengths and crises of Detroit. Participants serve Detroit communities by sharing their craft and expertise.

Ponyride explores the potential positive impact the foreclosure crisis can have on our communities. We engage a diverse group of creative socially conscious entrepreneurs giving them the opportunity for production, community outreach, and education. The tenants’ rent is well below market rates due to the low purchase price of the property and the outpouring of community support in the form of various resources.
Ponyride hosts short term artists in residence to share their talents and expertise with Detroit.

Evan Roth
Minya James
Steve Coy, Lawrence Tech

Artists can apply for residency at: www.ponyride.org

Ponyride in addition is also home to long term studios that allow artists and organizations to focus on their crafts and missions and to share their expertise.

Context Furniture
Detroit4Detroit
Dickinson by Design
Empowerment Plan
En Garde
Heritage Works
LaPrairie Wood Works
Michigan Municipal League
Order and Other
RunJit
Stukenborg
Zak Meers

Ponyride is made possible by countless volunteer hours donated by people like you. If you are interested in helping visit our website:

www.ponyride.org